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In computing registers for the spring terms of the year, it has been found that the totals for B classes in the various grades are larger than those for the A classes. This is due to the fact that the admission into the 1A classes in September of each year is greater than that in February. The weather conditions are somewhat responsible (205) for this situation, parents being reluctant to have their children begin their attendance at school in the midst of winter. Furthermore, the old tradition that the year begins in September, is also a factor tending to make the 1A registers larger in the September term than in the February term. Thus the register in 1A before promotion, January 31, 1912, was 60, 962 while that on June 30, 1912, as already noted, was 40,489. As a result of this, A registers are larger in the fall term and smaller in the spring term in all the grades.
Despite this fact, the 5B register is less than the 5A register for the spring term of 1912; and similar conditions obtain in the case of the 5th, 7th, and 8th years. In addition, it should be noted that the 6A register is 7252 less than the 1A register, while that of 8B is 12,068 less. It is fair to assume that of a given register in 6A classes at any specified time, about one-third will leave school without graduation.
There is nothing novel about this inference from the data. It cannot, however, too frequently be brought before the notice of those interested in the schools, that under the present forms of organization and administration, we are not able to hold children in the schools even to the end of the elementary course.
Economic stress cannot be cited as the cause of this great reduction. No one who has interviewed the boys and girls applying for an employment certificate, can fail to have become convinced that most of these children leave not because there is a real need for their going to work, but because the remaining years of the course do not offer features which bind them closely to school. It is not that work is necessary but rather that school is not attractive.
In order to determine why the course of study seems not to hold within itself the features that make the school a vital thing to the pupils, it is not necessary to take the subjects individually and show wherein they have become narrowed by reason of traditional influences still operative in our school system. It might, of course, be shown that the course in English history in the seventh year, by reason of the lack of preparedness of the teacher, the vast scope of the subject matter, and the immaturity of the pupils, can never be made to enter into the real thinking experience of the children. We might refer to the 7A review of the United States and the 8B general review in geography and point out that this constant re-presentation of old material is uninteresting. Or the 8A course in geography might be cited as a curious relic of the old interest in science as an academic subject.
In a similar way, the course in grammar could be analyzed so as to show wherein it demands a power of discrimination and logical thinking beyond the average child of the elementary school in so cosmopolitan a city as ours. Again, the selection of masterpieces for literary study might be criticized on the ground that it does not properly provide for a vital point of contact between the emotional life of the pupils and the spirit of the selection.
All these criticisms have been made, and with authority. In fact earnest efforts are now being made to revise the various courses of study so as to rid them of the burdens of the centuries and make them adequately representative of the demands of our times. What are the considerations that influence pupils in their choice of a vocation? What is the occupation they wish to follow, preparation for which involves study in the courses indicated?
The second of these investigations is extremely interesting as affording an insight into the definiteness of the selection made by pupils. The remaining 127 will be accounted for in another way. The remaining 76 will be accounted for in another way. The remaining 41 will be accounted for in another way. The remaining 46 will be accounted for in another way. The remaining 182 will be accounted for in another way.
Were the courses of various kinds given to the children of the seventh and eighth years it is probable that choices would be entirely different. Moreover, were the teachers afforded an opportunity to observe children at work in the various courses they would be able to add to their original judgment of aptitude the results of their observation, and so might make intelligent suggestions to influence choice. For it is to be noted that with a definite aim in view, children have selected the wrong course.
In some instances, the choice indicated clearly that the child had made a selection and still was entirely wrong in conception as to the nature of the course. 5. During the 8A grades, conferences should be held between parent, pupil and teacher, the results of the tests and the records of the course should be carefully examined, and the pupil should be directed into the course for which he appears to be suited and in which all conditions combine to make it probable that he will become efficient.
It is in the 8B grades that the special training should begin. There may be some doubt whether a purely academic course should find a place in a ninth-year school, the aim of which is to increase vocational efficiency. As a matter of fact, this course is intended merely to relieve the situation as it exists in our classical high schools today. Arrangements should be made whereby pupils may be transferred from the academic course to either the industrial or the commercial, as soon as the more special demand makes itself felt.
The academic course should include literature, current history, business conditions, business arithmetic, science, civics, music, and physical training. If possible there should be work in ethics through organized activities involving personal, civic, and social service.
The commercial course should include business English, office practice, business arithmetic, commercial geography and bookkeeping.
The industrial course should cover for boys and for girls a complete course in the occupation, the training to extend over the full year and a half.
In no course should work in English, oral and written, and in civics, be omitted.
The details of these courses must be worked out with the greatest care.
Much preparatory work has already been done. Analyses have been made of some of the industries, and the processes have been reduced to their simplest elements. We are coming to understand better the principles that must govern the elimination of non-essentials from the traditional academic and commercial courses.
All this, however, is a matter of time. The experiments will be tentative, and there must always be the frankest kind of self-criticism.
But in work of this kind lies what seems to be a constructive attempt to meet one phase of the problem of elementary school education in its relation to the efficiency of the individual and the progress of the state.
